VVVX near-IR photometry for 99 low-mass stars in the Gaia EDR3 Catalog of Nearby Stars
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ABSTRACT

Context. Red dwarf stars, which represent 75% of stars in the Milky Way, can be studied in great detail in the solar neighborhood, where the sample is more complete.

Aims. We intend to better characterize red-dwarf candidates selected from the Gaia Catalog of Nearby Stars using optical and near-infrared multi-filter photometry from the Vista Variables in the Vía Láctea eXtended (VVVX) Survey, the DECam Plane Survey, the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System, and the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer.

Methods. We performed a cross-matching procedure among the positions of a color-selected sample of M dwarfs in the VVVX Survey and the Gaia Early Data Release 3 sub-catalog of nearby stars. We explored their stellar parameters and spectral types using the Virtual Observatory SED Analyzer (VOSA). Radii were also obtained from the computed luminosities and $T_{\text{eff}}$ using the Stefan-Boltzmann equation. Masses and ages were computed for some of the objects using evolutionary tracks and isochrones. Additional mass estimations were obtained with the $M_K_s - M$ relation. We then validated our results for the stellar parameters of two of our objects with spectra obtained with the TripleSpec instrument at the SOAR telescope, as well as those of our total amount of stars through a direct comparison with an independent sample from the literature. We revised the objects in our sample and compared their proper motion vectors with other sources within 30\arcsec to identify possible companions and probed their renormalized unit weight error (RUWE) values to identify unresolved companions.

Results. We present a catalog of physical parameters for 99 low-mass objects with distances from 43.2 to 111.3 pc. Effective temperatures range from 2500 to 3400 K, with the majority of stars in the sample compatible with the status of M4 dwarfs. We obtained a good agreement between the stellar parameters computed with VOSA and the estimations from observed spectra, also when comparing with an independent sample from the literature. The distribution of masses obtained with VOSA is concentrated toward the very low-mass regime. Eight objects present values of RUWE $\geq$ 1.4 and seven are consistent with being part of a binary system.
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1. Introduction

Low-mass stars, also known as red dwarfs or M dwarfs, are the lowest mass stars that are capable of fusing hydrogen in their cores ($0.075 < M_\odot < 0.6$), with spectral types between M0 and M9. They comprise around 75% of the objects in the Milky Way, and ~50% of these stars may harbor terrestrial exoplanets, with one in seven M dwarfs hosting Earth-sized planets within the habitable zone (Kopparapu 2013; Dressing & Charbonneau 2015). Their low masses and faint luminosities maintain the habitable zone, defined as the region where water can exist in a liquid state on a nearby exoplanet’s surface (Dole 1964; Hart 1979; Kasting et al. 1993). In addition, when compared to Sun-like stars or earlier types, the smaller masses and radii of red dwarfs favor the detection and characterization of smaller and less massive exoplanets via transit and radial velocity methods, since the light curves and radial velocity signals are more significant for Earth-sized planets around red dwarfs compared with the signals produced by the same planet around a larger star (Feliz et al. 2021; Muirhead et al. 2011).

Therefore, planets that are orbiting within the habitable zone are more easily discovered and characterized, making M dwarfs primary targets for exoplanet search missions. It is then particularly interesting to identify and characterize M dwarfs that are close to the Sun, since their stellar parameters will be better constrained, allowing us to better determine the properties of an exoplanet orbiting them.
Over the last twenty years, several efforts have been made to study samples of red dwarfs in the vicinity of the Sun. In the work of Reid et al. (2004), the New Luyten Two Tenths (NLTT; Luyten 1980) proper motion catalog was cross-matched with the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) Second Incremental release to produce a catalog of 1913 stars, of which 1910 have astrometric, photometric, or spectroscopic distances (or a combination of the three), and 815 of those stars are likely to be within 20 pc of the Sun. This resulting catalog from the NLTT follow-up observations is composed of M dwarfs, spanning spectral types between M2 and M7. Large-scale surveys have also allowed for the identification of very low-mass stars and substellar objects as brown dwarfs. In 2008, Phan-Bao et al. (2008) reported nearby M and L dwarfs within 30 pc at low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 15°) over 4800 square degrees in the Deep Near-Infrared Southern Sky Survey (DENIS) database. Another example is given the work of Thompson et al. (2013), where the authors presented 42 low-mass stars and brown dwarf candidates, including 15 M dwarfs with Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) satellite photometry.

Other catalogs such as the All-Sky Catalog of Bright M dwarfs from Lépine & Gaidos (2011) provide information on 8889 stars selected from the SUPERBLINK survey of stars with proper motions of μ < 40 mas yr⁻¹. The catalog provides parallax measurements (when available) and photometric distance estimates for all stars, placing most of the sources within 60 pc of the Sun. Spectral types range from K7 to M4, with later spectral types only within 20 pc.

Low-mass M dwarfs are fully convective and represent an important case study focused on magnetic activity. In the work of Winters et al. (2021), the authors explored this mass regime and presented a volume-complete, all-sky list with 512 M dwarfs within 15 pc with masses between 0.1 ≤ M/M⊙ ≤ 0.3.

With the Gaia mission, the European Space Agency (ESA) seeks to make the largest, most precise map of our Galaxy down to G ∼ 20 mags, becoming more precise and accurate with each data release. This allows for the determination of distances to different objects in the Milky Way, as well as studies of the structure of our Galaxy and our solar neighborhood in a five-dimensional (5D) space when considering the proper motions in right ascension and declination (Gaia Collaboration 2016b).

In Gaia Second Data Release (DR2) there are 3050 ultra-cool dwarfs (≥M7), 647 L, and 16 T dwarfs that have been spectroscopically confirmed. In the work of Reylé (2018), these objects were used to identify new ultra-cool and brown dwarf candidates in the Gaia DR2 by comparing their locus in the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram. This yielded ~13,000 dwarfs with subtypes later than M7 and 631 new L candidates, demonstrating that Gaia offers a great opportunity to probe these objects, which can then be further characterized with new photometric and spectroscopic observations. A characterization of the end of the main sequence and ultra-cool dwarfs in the first and second Gaia data release was performed by Smart et al. (2017, 2019).

Compared to the previous two Data Releases (Gaia Collaboration 2016a, 2018), the new Gaia Early Third Data Release (EDR3), reduces the random and systematic errors in parallaxes by another 30% and increases the number of objects from ~1.7 billion objects to ~1.8 billion objects (Gaia Collaboration 2021a). The Gaia Catalog of Nearby Stars (GCNs; Gaia Collaboration 2021b) contains a census of 331,312 objects in the solar neighborhood, which is defined as a sphere of 100 pc centered on the Sun. This is a volume-complete sample for all objects earlier than M8 at the nominal G = 20.7 magnitude limit of Gaia.

This new data release also triggered the compilation of all the stars and brown dwarfs within 10 pc of the Sun (Reylé et al. 2021). Based on this, the authors estimated that around 61% of the objects are M stars and more than half of the M stars are within the range from M3.0V to M5.0V. In total, the catalog contains 540 objects spanning stars, brown dwarfs, and exoplanets belonging to 339 systems.

With the VISTA Variables in the Via Lactea exTended Survey (VVVX; Minniti et al. 2018), we can provide new and deep near-infrared photometry for these nearby objects at low Galactic latitudes and deeper in the Galactic plane. Previous studies have also probed the central regions of our Galaxy in the aim to identify low-mass objects. In particular, in the inner regions of the Galaxy, Beamín et al. (2013) identified the first brown dwarf of the VISTA Variables in the Via Lactea Survey (VVV). It was characterized as an L5 ± 1, an unusually blue dwarf. On the other hand, Smith et al. (2015), identified a brown dwarf companion to the A3V star β-Circini in a proper motion and parallax catalog of the VVV survey. This is an unusually wide system (6656 AU), and the brown dwarf is estimated to have an age of 370–500 Myr and a mass of 0.056 ± 0.007 M⊙. Known high proper-motion stars were also studied with this survey. Ivanov et al. (2013) looked for nearby object companions of these stars, exploring the multi-epoch images of the 2MASS and VVV surveys to search around 167 known high proper motion stars and identified seven new co-moving companions and discarded a pair of stars that were shown not to be co-moving after all. On the other hand, Beamín et al. (2018) used the VVV data to measure precise astrometry for eighteen known high proper motion sources, and detected five systems that are most likely very low-mass stars belonging to the Galactic halo.

In this work, we additionally provide deep optical photometry in the grizY bands from the DECaPS-2 and the Panoramic Survey Telescope And Rapid Response System Survey (Pan-STARRS; Chambers et al. 2016). Due to the importance of precise characterizations of the sources to accurately determine the properties of any possibly orbiting exoplanets, we computed effective temperatures and spectral types and probed their astrometric parameters to identify objects that could be in binary systems.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the different surveys where we obtained the multi-wavelength photometry to select low-mass stars in the Galactic plane. In Sect. 3, we provide a summary of the selection method for low-mass stars in the VVVX footprint. We then present the methods that we use to determine their stellar parameters and spectral types from photometry only, along with a further characterization from the spectroscopic data for two of our objects in Sect. 4. The results of our computations and their validations can be found in Sect. 5, followed by a discussion in Sect. 6, and the main conclusions of our work are presented in Sect. 7.

2. Data

In this work, we explored a region of the southern Galactic disk with the VVVX survey (Minniti et al. 2018), an extension of the VVV survey that maps the midplane and bulge of the Milky Way in three near-infrared photometric bands (JHKs). The VVVX survey fills the gap between the VVV and VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS) and expands the coverage of the sky from 562 deg² in VVV to ~1700 deg². It also extends the VVV time-baseline enabling proper motion measurements of ≤0.3 mas yr⁻¹ in the optically obscured regions where Gaia is limited by
extinction (Smith et al. 2018). Our region of study corresponds to an area of $120^\circ \times 9^\circ$, consisting of two stripes of $83 \times 2$ tiles each, where one tile corresponds to a field of view of $1.501$ deg$^2$.

A VVVX photometric catalog is being produced (Alonso-García et al., in prep.) following the point spread function (PSF) fitting techniques used to create the VVV PSF photometric catalog, as described in Alonso-García et al. (2018). We used a preliminary version of this new catalog to identify the sources and their near-infrared photometry in our region of interest.

Astrometric information was obtained from the Second Data Release (DR2) of the Gaia mission and was updated with the new Early Third Data Release (EDR3; see Table 1).

Optical photometry data were obtained from the DECaPS Survey (Schlafly et al. 2018) for those regions between $240^\circ > l > 5^\circ$, and from Pan-STARRS1 (Chambers et al. 2016) for $240^\circ > l > 230^\circ$. The DECaPS Survey is a five-band optical and near-infrared survey of the southern Galactic plane with the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) at Cerro Tololo. The total footprint of this survey covers $\sim 1000^2$. On the other hand, the Pan-STARRS1 (PS1; Chambers et al. 2016) is the first part of Pan-STARRS that has already been completed and forms the basis for both Data Releases 1 and 2 (DR1 and DR2). The PS1 survey used the 1.8 Pan-STARRS Telescope #1 in Hawaii and its 1.4 Gigapixel camera to image the sky in five broadband filters grizY.

Finally, we added the WISE magnitudes reported in the Gaia Catalog of Nearby Stars when available to obtain infrared photometry at longer wavelengths than the ones of the VVVX survey. WISE mapped the entire sky at the beginning of 2010 and continued through early 2011 in four mid-infrared bandpasses centered at wavelengths of 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 μm namely W1 to W4, respectively (Wright et al. 2010). WISE’s two shortest wavebands, W1 and W2, are the most valuable in searching for cold stars and brown dwarfs because these objects emit a substantial amount of their flux at these wavelengths, which are the ones used in this work. These values and the near-infrared photometry data of our objects can be found in Tables 2 and 3.

### 3. Selection of low-mass objects

The 99 objects included in this work are a sub-sample of red dwarfs candidates that were color-selected in the VVVX survey disk region. The procedure for the selection of these stars is briefly described below, and a full description of our selection method will be presented in Mejías et al. (in prep.).

First, we performed a cross-match between the positions reported for the VVVX sources with DECaPS or Pan-STARRS depending on the region of the VVVX footprint, and then with the Gaia DR2 data to obtain astrometric information as parallaxes and proper motions. The specific steps done for the selection of red dwarf candidates are as follows: 1) We applied a quality criteria to the photometry, selecting only sources with $\sigma_e < 0.1$. 2) From this high-quality data, we selected all sources with a parallax value larger than 1.0 mas. 3) To select our low-mass stars candidates, we applied near-IR and optical color cuts, and 4) we used the reduced proper motion value to discriminate possible red giant contaminants.

To determine the color cuts, we explored a spectroscopically confirmed sample of M dwarfs from the work of West et al. (2011). We determined the mean $(J - H)$, $(H - K_s)$ and $(J - K_s)$ colors and defined our color cuts to be within $1\sigma$ from the mean values (Eqs. (1)–(3)):

$$0.414 < J - H < 0.695,$$

$$0.058 < H - K_s < 0.504,$$

$$0.621 < J - K_s < 1.051.$$  

On the other hand, we based our optical color cuts in those reported in the work of Kowalski et al. (2009) (Eqs. (4)–(6)):

$$i - z \geq 0.3,$$

$$r - i \geq 0.6,$$

$$r - i \geq 1.35 \times [(i - z) - 0.319] + 0.6.$$  

In a color-selected sample of M dwarfs, red giant stars are the main contaminants. We carried out a reduced proper motion selection to identify possible giant stars that could be present in the sample. We calculated the $J$ magnitude reduced proper motion for the objects in the sample with the following definition:

$$H_j = J + 5 \log_{10} \mu.$$  

We used the same criteria adopted in Rojas-Ayala et al. (2014), where dwarf stars are all the objects with a reduced proper motion greater than the result given by the Eq. (8):

$$H_j^{dwarf} > H_j = 68.5(J - K_s) - 50.7.$$  

The sample total contains $N \sim 3.7 \times 10^5$ objects, updated with the outcome of the EDR3. Distances were also updated to the EDR3 distances computed from a Bayesian approach by Bailier-Jones et al. (2021).

The recent Early Data Release of the Gaia Mission includes a smaller catalog of 331,312 objects that are within 100 pc of the Sun (Gaia Collaboration 2021b). We performed a positional cross-matching with a $1''$ search radius between our sample and the Gaia Catalog of Nearby Stars with and found 99 objects, shown in Fig. 1.

For the 99 low-mass objects of this work, distance values typically do not change between DR2 and EDR3 when they are closer than $\sim 80$ pc. For larger distances, EDR3 values indicate that objects are closer by 1.4% and more precise (31% smaller errors). On the other side, proper motions are 0.2% higher with 55% smaller errors, corresponding to an important improvement of the astrometric parameters for the objects in our sample.

### 4. Stellar parameters

#### 4.1. Effective temperatures, log(g), radii, masses, and ages

Determinations of astrophysical parameters is fundamental to understanding the properties of stars. We used the Virtual Observatory SED Analyzer (VOSA; Bayo et al. 2008) to estimate effective temperature and surface gravity, assuming $[\text{Fe/H}] = 0.0$ for our objects, which is a consistent value for stars in the solar neighborhood (Reid et al. 2001; Haywood 2001; Casagrande et al. 2011), together with estimations of mass and radius. These estimations are done by fitting theoretical models from a library that is available in the VOSA database.

The procedure is summarized as follows: we first provided the photometry of our objects in the optical bandpasses of the DECaPS and Panstarrs Surveys (grizY), along with the near-infrared bands of the VVVX Survey ($JHK_s$). We additionally added WISE photometry when available.

Then we used the VOSA to construct the spectral energy distribution of each object, which allows the user to select the collection of theoretical models to be used in the fitting. The fit
is made through a chi-square test between the model and the SED of the object (see Fig. 2).

In this work, we also made use of the BT-Settl CIFIST grid of models (Allard et al. 2011), where a solar metallicity value is adopted, together with the following range in effective temperature and surface gravity:

\[ 1200 \text{ K} \leq T_{\text{eff}} \leq 4500 \text{ K}, \quad 4.5 \leq \log g \leq 5.5. \]

The radii of our objects are calculated using the Stefan-Boltzmann equation, making use of the luminosities and effective temperatures previously computed by VOSA. We also estimated the masses and ages for our objects with the isochrones and evolutionary tracks available in the VO. For each object, VOSA uses the theoretical isochrones and evolutionary tracks appropriate for the model that best fits the observed photometry. In our case, since we used the BT-Settl CIFIST models to fit the spectral energy distributions of the objects of this work, VOSA computes the ages and masses with the Baraffe et al. (2015) isochrones and evolutionary tracks. To do so, the values of effective temperature and luminosities obtained from the previous chi-square fit are used again, but this time as starting points for interpolating the theoretical isochrones and evolutionary tracks.

### 4.2. Spectral types

To compute the spectral types of these objects, we fitted empirical stellar spectra from the spectral library of Kesseli et al. (2017). Again, we used VOSA to do a chi-square test to obtain the best-fit models and estimate spectral types for the objects. This library is created using spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey’s Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) and includes spectral templates covering spectral types from O5 through L3, they are binned by metallicity from $-2.0$ dex through $+1.0$ dex, and are separated into main-sequence dwarf stars and giants. Metallicity bins are extended down through the spectral sub-type M8, and the wavelength coverage is from 3650 to 10200 angstroms at a resolution of $R \sim 2000$ (Kesseli et al. 2017).

### 4.3. TSPEC/SOAR Spectra

We obtained near-infrared (NIR) low-resolution spectra for two of the objects with the TripleSpec instrument mounted on the SOAR 4.1m telescope located at Cerro Pachón, in Chile. We
and come from Burgasser et al. (2004) and Kirkpatrick et al. (2004). 1
templates were collected from the public SpeX Prism Library.

In order to do this, we used the xtellcor software and merge the different orders. In order to do the final step was to correct the instrumental response function and adopted a robust weighted mean to combine the spectra. The IDL task. Each object is superimposed on different spec-

For the first star plotted in Fig. 3, VOSA assigned a spec-
tral type of M5.0V, with an effective temperature of 3000 ± 50 K. From the spectral templates, we observed that the best fit is obtained with the M4.5V (shown in red). This indicates an effective temperature around 3060 K, which is in good agreement with the temperature estimated from VOSA.

For our other object, we obtained a spectral type of M7.0V with VOSA, but we assigned a spectral type of M6.5V following the spectral template that best fits the spectrum (2MASS J043560273+15475356 in red). Again, from the Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) sequence, we can estimate an effective temperature for this object of 2740 K, which is in good agreement with the temperature estimated with VOSA which is 2800 K, which is in good agreement with the temperature estimated from VOSA.

5.1. Comparison between stellar parameters obtained with VOSA and TSPEC spectra

From Fig. 3, we selected the best-fit spectral template for our objects and assigned spectral types to then estimate the effective temperatures with the stellar color and effective temperature sequence from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013). We determined the best fit for both objects by comparing the spectral template with the observed spectra by eye, focusing on the K_s band.

the star that is furthest from 3-sigma has stellar parameters calculated in both papers, when used as a comparison, only shows this high value of combined error when considering the error reported in Kuznetsov et al. (2019), which is higher than the one in Houdebine et al. (2019) (89 and 38 K, respectively). Furthermore, we note that there is no clear trend that our method over- or underestimates the values for effective temperatures, since objects can be found both above and below the one-to-one relation marked as a gray line in Fig. 6.

6. Discussion

Color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) with different combinations of photometric bands for the objects in this sample and the entire GCNS are presented in Fig. 7. In the left panel, we present the CMD for the \( G \), \( B_P \) and \( R_P \) bands of Gaia. The white dwarf sequence is located at the bottom left part, at a bluer \( (B_P - R_P) \) color and fainter magnitudes than the rest of the GCNS sample \( (0.0 \leq (B_P - R_P) \leq 2.0; G > 12.5) \). The core H burning main sequence stars lie in the darkest region of the CMD, and our stars are concentrated in this region.

Some objects are shown at the faint end of the CMD with bluer \( (B_P - R_P) \) color \( (2.0 \leq (B_P - R_P) \leq 4.0; G > 19.0) \). It is important to note that, as mentioned in Smart et al. (2019), the Gaia \( B_P \) band is intrinsically imprecise due to the very low flux of these objects at this wavelength range. We were not able to compute masses for these objects with the \( M_{Ks} - M_* \) relation since it is only valid for red dwarfs between \( 4.0 < M_{Ks} < 11.0 \). Only one has a mass estimated with VOSA which is \( 0.079 \, M_\odot \), with spectral type L0. On the other hand, at redder colors above the main sequence, there is the object ERD3 6062219761378864128, for which we did not identify any signs of binarity when probing its astrometric information and its RUWE. We observed this object with TSPEC in the near-infrared and obtained a spectral type of M7.0 with 2800 K.

The central panel of Fig. 7 shows the near-infrared CMD. The white dwarf sequence is not visible as these objects are too faint in these bands. The main sequence is shown around \( J - Ks \sim 0.0 \) for \( Ks > 7.5 \) and our objects are located at the faintest end. Finally, in the right panel, we show \( G - Ks \) versus Ks CMD.

---

**Fig. 4.** Distributions of effective temperatures (top panel) and spectral types (lower panel) of the 99 characterized objects with VOSA. The mean values for effective temperature and spectral types are 3004 K and 4.3, respectively.

**Fig. 5.** Distribution of mass values obtained from evolutionary tracks of Baraffe et al. (2015) (in red) and from the \( M_{Ks} - M_* \) relation of Mann et al. (2019) (in blue). VOSA results are observed to be more concentrated towards lower masses.

**Fig. 6.** Effective temperatures for stars in the works of Houdebine et al. (2019) and Kuznetsov et al. (2019) compared to our values after computing them with our procedure (top panel). In gray, the line represents a one-to-one relation. All the stars can be found near this one-to-one relation, indicating a good agreement between these values. In the bottom panel, combined errors are shown together with a dashed line that indicates the value for 3σ.
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Fig. 7. Color-magnitude diagrams of our sample of nearby red-dwarf candidates (in red) compared with the entire Gaia Catalog of Nearby Stars shown in blue. From left to right, $G$ vs $(B_P - R_P)$, $K_s$ vs ($J - K_s$) and $K_s$ vs ($G - K_s$) diagrams are shown. In the three plots, our objects are located at the faintest magnitudes, and are mainly clustered in the main sequence.

Fig. 8. Proper motion diagram for the 99 sources detected in the VVVX footprint (red stars) with respect to the proper motions in right ascension and declination coordinates of nearby objects within 30″ (blue dots).

Again, it is possible to distinguish the white dwarf sequence at $K_s > 12.5$ and $G - K_s > 3.0$, and the main sequence at $K_s > 7.5$ and $1.0 < G - K_s < 5.0$. Our stars are observed more clustered in the main sequence.

Wide separation binaries can be identified as pairs of stars with similar distances and matching proper motions. In Fig. 8, we present the proper-motion diagram for the sources included in this sample. We obtained proper motion values from the Gaia EDR3 archive for all sources included within a circle of radius of 100 pc. We classified seven objects of our sample as possible members of binary systems since their astrometric information (parallax and proper motion) was compatible with the ones of a nearby source. In particular, the object EDR3 5693736443790365952 is found along with a brown dwarf candidate previously known from Reylé (2018). We flagged all these objects as BIN in Table 4, where we present our complete results for the stellar parameters of the 99 objects of the sample. For five of our BIN candidates, the co-moving companion is not included in our sample of low-mass stars, but is present in the GCNS – except one that is neither found in our sample nor in the GCNS. The estimated distance for this system is a little bit larger than 100 pc (103.6 pc), and since the objects included in the Gaia Catalog of Nearby Stars were only required to have a non-zero probability to be within 100 pc, it is possible that only one of the components of the system was included in the catalog. We present their positions and Gaia photometry in Table 5.

For stars with unresolved companions, a single-source astrometric model performs poorly. Such stars can be easily detected with the reduced $\chi^2$ statistics, or the renormalized unit weight error (RUWE; Belokurov et al. 2020). We defined that objects that are further from a single-source fitting from the astrometric solution are those with a RUWE $\geq 1.4$. We marked them in Fig. 9 as unfilled black triangles, and used the flag HR in Table 4. In our sample, six sources have a high RUWE value, implying the possibility of unresolved companions. In addition, we identified two objects that were previously classified as binary systems and present at the same time, a high RUWE value, pointing again to unresolved companions. We propose that these systems could be triple systems, with one component that is resolved and two more that could not be identified as individual objects. We marked them as (Multiple system) in Table 4.

We searched for our objects in the SIMBAD Astronomical Database (Wenger et al. 2000) and found 3 objects. The first one is EDR3 5254655030851879040, which is included in the work of Gagné et al. (2018) as an M5 that forms part of the Volans-Carina stellar association, which is located at a distance of $\sim 75–100$ pc with an estimated age of $\sim 90$ Myr. The other two objects are EDR3 5257810972787599360 and EDR3 540981175516076048, and both are classified as brown dwarf candidates in the ultra-cool dwarf catalog from Gaia DR2 data from Reylé (2018).

In addition, we performed a search around 1″ of the coordinates of the objects in the Vizier database (Ochsenbein et al. 2000). We highlight 14 of our objects that were present in catalogs of wide binaries (Tian et al. 2020; Mugrauer &
Michel 2020; Hartman & Lépine 2020), ultra-cool dwarfs candidates in Gaia (Reylé 2018), and large-amplitude variables in Gaia (Mowlavi et al. 2021), together with catalogs with ultraviolet photometry (Yershov 2014) and lensed Gaia systems (Delchambre et al. 2019). These references are indicated in Table 4.

7. Conclusions

We identified a sample of 99 nearby red dwarf stars within 100 pc from the Sun from the Gaia EDR3 that are in the VVVX footprint along with the external VVVX fields of the Galactic disk. To properly characterize their physical properties and spectral types, we first collected (in addition to their near-infrared JHK_s magnitudes) the optical photometry in the griY bands from the DECaPS and Pan-STARRS surveys and mid-IR data from the WISE Survey when available (see Table 1 for astrometric information and Tables 2 and 3 for photometry).

The spectral energy distribution of these objects was constructed from photometry by the Virtual Observatory SED Analyzer (VOSA) and then compared with the BT-Settl CIPIST (Allard et al. 2011) theoretical models to estimate their stellar parameters and with the empirical spectral library from Kesseli et al. (2017) to obtain their spectral types. We obtained low-resolution spectra with the TSPEC instrument mounted on the SOAR telescope for two objects of the sample and we estimated stellar parameters by comparing these spectra with other spectral templates within ±1 sub-spectral type. Spectral types classified using spectral templates are, for both cases, 0.5 sub-spectral type. Temperatures from the Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) sequence are in agreement with the errors.

We additionally tested our procedure with a complete independent sample obtained from the works of Houdebine et al. (2019) and Kuznetsov et al. (2019) and compared the stellar parameters reported by them with ours for 11 objects with similar spectral types and photometry. Values for effective temperatures are in agreement, with a nearly one-to-one relation. Combined errors are also calculated and all are within 3-sigma, except for three stars that present the highest errors in the literature.

We also used the Baraffe et al. (2015) isochrones and evolutionary models to determine masses and ages. We only report the age of one object to be 4.87±6.67 Gyr, along with three additional upper limits for the age of 3.0, 1.82, and 2.84. We also computed masses with the $M_{K_s} - M_*$ relation from Mann et al. (2019) and found that the distribution of masses with VOSA are more concentrated to the very low-mass regime, while results from the $M_{K_s} - M_*$ relation are more spread out in terms of mass.

We revised the 99 sources in the images of DECaPS in Aladin, together with their astrometric information from Gaia EDR3 with the aim to identify possible stellar or sub-stellar companions. Seven objects were classified as binaries based on their consistency with regard to the parallaxes and proper motions with nearby objects. Two of these binary systems also have RUWE values that are far from unity (RUWE > 1.4), indicating an additional component that could be unresolved. The final stellar parameters are presented in Table 4.
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Appendix A: Spectral energy distributions of the 99 low-mass objects

Spectral energy distributions with the model fit of each object included in this work are available online at https://github.com/andreamejiasb/SEDs_VVVX-GCNS_stars